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Hey � - Braveheart here.

 
Thank you for subscribing to The Braveheart Report. 

 
I am grateful for your readership and hope that you stay here for many future issues.

 
 

This is the issue #3 of The Braveheart Report.
 

Every week, I send out one tip on how to improve your trading skills and performance.
 

Enjoy.



Counterparty A to Counterparty B

Throughout the week, to the untrained eyes, the weekly candle is being formed.

However, to the trained eyes, deals are being made.

The 2 areas deals are being made are:
1) Liquidity Pools
2) Rebalancing Inefficiencies





We frame a Market Maker Model in these 2 areas

A Market Maker Model consists of a Smart Money Reversal with professional Accumulation/Distribution
afterward.

Look for Market Maker Models to occur in areas where a Smart Money Reversal can occur.





Market Structure Breaks confirm the Smart Money Reversal.

From that point onwards, your directional bias is to complete the Market Maker Model.

Within a Market Maker Sell Model, during distribution phases, we expect Resistance levels to hold and Support
levels to break.

We trade with that in mind until the price clears the Original Consolidation.





A Completed Market Maker Model is a Completed Deal.

After a Market Maker Model is completed, our directional bias is finished. 
We wait for a new deal in the market to present itself.

Sometimes, these deals take a while to form, but that patience is then greatly rewarded with pips afterward.

At the beginning of this newsletter, I mentioned Counterparty A to B and how deals are formed.

After a Liquidity Pool gets run, this may set up the opportunity for a Rebalance of Price Inefficiencies.

This move would be considered as a fantastic deal also.







A deal is created when another has been completed.

When the market wants to reach a specific area, it will walk towards that target with the principles of Market
Maker Models.

After a Smart Money Reversal occurs with confirmation of an MSB, we can now use the Market Maker Model as
our directional bias with the Original Consolidation being the terminus.

If the current narrative is a Market Maker Buy Model, after the Market Structure Break, we expect all other
resistance levels to break and for support levels to hold.

Within Kill Zones we are then looking for entry methods to target the liquidity above Original Consolidation.







Hey � - That's all for this week. 1 Simple Trading Tip.

If you’re not getting value out of these tips, please consider unsubscribing.

I won’t mind and there are no hard feelings.

Alternatively, if you are enjoying this newsletter, the best compliment you could pay me
would be to recommend it to a friend or share it with others

See you again next week.

Cheers, Braveheart.


